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PrefaeOver the past thirty years there has been an inreasing number of ontributions to the topiof searhing, both in theoretially as well as in appliations-oriented journals. It is remarkablethat very di�erent kinds of problems are lassi�ed as searh problems and that researhers fromvarious �elds often know little about results ahieved in areas with whih they are not familiar.In this book we attempt to present the extensive literature in suh a way that the reader anquikly understand the range of questions and obtain a survey of them whih is omprehensiveas possible.Our goal was to treat the most important works in the �eld from the viewpoint of the urrentstate of the siene. However, we make no laim at all at ompleteness sine the restraints ofthis book make suh an attempt futile. For some works, whih atually deserved to be presentedin detail, we therefore settled for presenting the results. The interested researher will then bein a position to �nd his own path through the literature. The book should be useful to theexpert as a referene.But our primary onern is to provide to every reader who is willing and able to engage inabstrat, formal thought aess to the basi ideas, methods and results in the �eld whih havenot yet appeared in book form but whih deserve broader distribution due to their importane.Part 2 of the book is intended primarily for this broader group of readers. The only requirementhere is a solid bakground in basi mathematis. All proofs are presented in great detail.Knowledge of elementary probability theory is neessary to understand Part 4. Part 3 requiresknowledge equivalent to a basi ourse in stohastis. In both these Parts the proofs are moreonise.All the individual Parts an be read and used independently for teahing putposes.We wish to thank Mrs Waltraud Blenski for typing the manusript.We thank Beatrix and Christa for having found us.Bielefeld, May 1979R. AhlswedeI. Wegener
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Prefae to the English EditionThe German edition of the book appeared in 1979. In 1982 the Russian edition was publishedby MIR. It inludes also a supplement, Information-theory Methods in Searh Problems, whihwas written by Maljutov and ontains primarily those results obtained in the Soviet Union,to whih we had no aess. There, in partiular, fasinating onnetions between multi-userinformation theory and the theory of sreening design of experiments are emphasized. We thinkthat some readers will appreiate that we inluded here the referenes from that supplement.In reent years some striking improvements of earlier results hve been obtained and, even moreimportantly, new onnetions of searh to other areas and also new types of searh problemshave ome into fous.Under the heading `Further reading' we mention atiles and books whih inform the researherabout new developments and results whih seem to arry the seed for further disoveries. Thisseletion ertainly reets the authors' researh interests and judgements. However, we feelthat an attempt to give some orientation to the reader, even at the rist of being proved wrongat a later time, is more valuable than an enylopedi olletion. It is oneivable that thereis important work in progress whih esaped our attention. We are grateful for any advie inthis and other respets, whih ould be onsidered in another edition.A systemati treatment of all the material referred to would require a major revision andextension of the book. This would not only ause further delay of this English edition, butalso would not onform with the mostly elementary harater of the book. Among onitingdemands we have kept as our highest priority the readability of the text for a large ommunity.The time for another book will have ome when most searh problems an be put into theframe of a uni�ed theory of searh.It is a pleasure to thank on this oasion Prof. M.V. Maljutov for his supplement of the RussianEdition. We are indebted to John Wiley & Sons Ltd for inluding the book in their series andto Dr. Spuhler from B.G. Teubner of Stuttgart as well as to Mrs C. Farmer from John Wiley& Sons Ltd for all their help and patiene during the ourse of publiation. We also thank MrsM. Matz for her seretarial assistane.Finally, we express our gratitude to Mrs J.E. Wotshke for undertaking the tasks of translationand typing with great diligene and devotion.November 1986R. AhlswedeI. Wegener
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